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Capitol report: state restriction of
local control fended off... for now
By Forest Jahnke
Crawford Stewardship has
been responding to state-level
attacks on local control. Most
townships in Crawford County,
and many other municipalities across the state, have been
creating ordinances adapted to
the unique needs of each community to fill the gaps in state
regulatory law that equates a
full-fledged industrial silica
sand mine operating 24/7 to
supply the international fracking experiment with a small
quarry for local use.
One might reasonably think
that the State of Wisconsin
would lay down some baseline
regulations for this industry
and perhaps, like Minnesota,
issue some guidelines for local governments to implement
smart and effective ordinances
that cover all the necessary bases of public and environmental
health, and economic stability. However, with the political
climate in Madison at the mo-

ment, the reaction has been the
exact opposite.
Senator Tom Tiffany and Representative Joan Ballweg, have
introduced almost all legislation giving special privileges
to mining interests. They have
obligingly put forward legislation written by the industry to
protect “regulatory certainty”
from a “patchwork of restrictive local ordinances”. If you
listened only to the first part of
the hearings on SB 349 and SB
632 with comments from those
financially benefiting from the
industry, you could come to
the conclusion that an industry
that has gone from 5 operating mines to 105 mines and 65
processing facilities in under
four years is being regulated
to death. However, Crawford
Stewardship Project and our
allies contributed our voices to
those of many local officials and
citizens dealing with the daily
impacts of frac sand mines.
These were powerful stories of

small rural communities struggling to handle a virtually unregulated mining boom that hit
them before they had any idea
what they should be preparing
for. And now that some had
finally gotten their feet under
them again, and many had effectively negotiated working
agreements with the industry,
all this was to be taken away
by a state level power-grab that
would severely restrict local
control? For those fortunate to
have been more proactive, the
outrage was that now that time,
energy, and money had been
spent to pass ordinances, they
were simply to be nullified by
the state!
Thanks to opposition from
the Wisconsin Towns Association, many counties and
townships passing resolutions
against them, and our voices at
the Capitol, we stopped SB 349
from making it out of committee and SB 632 has met a similar fate. We have been made
very aware that
our ordinances
passed under
police
powers are under
threat. We fully
expect legislation of this sort
to resurface.
Moving forward, we will
look into zoning and even
r ig hts-b as e d
ordinances to
more fully protect ourselves,
our land, our
communities,
and our watersheds.

Edie Ehlert (L) with State
Senator Jennifer Shilling
(R) who called Crawford
Stewardship Project “a flagship organization, respected
across the state”

Edie Ehlert
retires as
co-coordinator

By Forest Jahnke
Supporters and allies from far
and wide came out and helped
to make Edie Ehlert’s retirement
open house a special occasion on
November 17, 2013. The praise
showered upon Edie was well
deserved. She has done so much
for the community on innumerable fronts from the Kickapoo
Exchange Food Coop to organizing the community against
low-level military flyovers even
before she called CSP into being
in 2007 over the application for
a hog factory farm just uphill of
the Wisconsin River.
While she has stepped down
from her position as full time
Co-coordinator, she remains
active on the Board of Crawford Stewardship Project. She is
enjoying being able to immerse
herself when and where she
feels most passionate and otherwise focusing on networking
and having some free time! As
CSP moves forward, we hope
to continue the great momentum towards sustainability and
environmental justice that Edie
started seven years ago.
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• THANK YOU •

The 178 families, businesses, organizations, and individuals listed below are the financial lifeblood of our work and cannot be
thanked enough for their generous contributions. Crawford Stewardship Project’s work would not be possible without our wonderful
supporters who provide the vast majority of our funding. This shows the strength of our community and the power of its dedication to
sustainability, environmental justice, and local control of our collective natural resources. We dedicate ourselves to doing our utmost to
achieve these goals with you. Crawford Stewardship Project Board and staff thank you.
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Updates

Water monitoring

By Kathy Byrne
Last year CSP was awarded
$5,000 by the DNR Citizen
Based Monitoring Partnership Program allowing us to
purchase much needed water monitoring equipment.
Having some of our own

who enable us to do this
work. A big thank you to all
our wonderful volunteers!
If you are interested in becoming a citizen volunteer
water monitor these are the
dates for upcoming spring
Water Action Volunteer
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Wauzeka CAFO

By Kathy Byrne
Crawford Stewardship Project continues to monitor the Roth
Feeder Pig CAFO near Wauzeka. In the “Roth Feeder Pig, Inc.
2013 Nutrient Management Plan”, the “SnapPlus Application Restriction Compliance Check Report” showed 28 fields as having
outdated soil samples and were past due for re-sampling. The DNR
stated these fields were scheduled for sampling last fall and the soil
tests would be submitted in the 2014 nutrient management plan
(NMP) update due March 31, 2014.
Also, the old outdoor manure lagoon was to be abandoned last
summer, as required by the DNR and according to the CAFO’s
lagoon abandonment plan. The nutrients that were removed from
the lagoon were to be accounted for in the nutrient management
plan and will be included in the 2014 NMP update. CSP will once
again review the annual NMP update with a soil scientist.

Bridgeport mining and legal

CSP volunteer water monitor
equipment helps to keep our
special monitoring projects
going. We are very grateful to
the DNR for this funding.
This year we continue our
water quality monitoring of
streams near the Wauzeka
area Roth Feeder Pig CAFO
as well as the Boscobel and
Bridgeport frac sand mines.
While we do our monthly
monitoring we will be on the
lookout for invasive species.
Many invasive species are
moving into our area streams
and rivers and monitors will
take extra precautions to
avoid spreading them. I hope
those of you who enjoy our
beautiful streams and rivers
for fishing and other recreational activities will do the
same.
CSP is very fortunate to
have dedicated volunteers

(WAV) Trainings, co-sponsored by Valley Stewardship
Network and the Wisconsin
WAV Program, UW-Extension. All trainings will be at
Nature Nooks Retreat, S4878
County Rd. S, Viroqua.
Thursday, may 15 4-8 p.m.
WAV Training Session 1
Tuesday, May 20 4-8 p.m. Indepth WAV Macroinvertebrate Training
Saturday, June 7 9 a.m. - 2
p.m. WAV Training Session
2
Instructors: Kris Stepenuck
of UW-Extension; Vicki Ramsay, Rice Span, Paul Hayes,
and Shelly Brenneman of Valley Stewardship Network.
For more information or to
register, contact Valley Stewardship Network, by email at
info@kickapoovsn.org or call
608-637-3615.

By Kathy Byrne
On Aug. 21, 2013,
Attorney
Glenn
Reynolds filed a
lawsuit on behalf
of Crawford Stewardship Project and
four
Bridgeport
plaintiffs against the
Town’s decision to Dust continues to billow unmitigated
permit Pattison’s frac from Prairie du Chien loading site
sand mine. Judge Craig Day of Grant County is hearing the case due
to the Crawford County judge’s recusal.
Judge Day on Dec. 9, 2013 ordered a hearing to add facts to the
record about the Town’s conflict of interest and lack of due process
in approving Pattison Sand’s permits. Pattison Sand Company filed
a motion to intervene in the lawsuit in Jan. 2014 which the judge
has allowed. On Feb. 25, Judge Day ordered the Town itself to hold
a hearing fully disclosing their conflicts of interest and allowing citizens to submit written testimony regarding the Town’s permit process. We currently are waiting on a hearing date.
Bridgeport Concerned Citizens recently began a recall effort to recall Supervisor Mike Steiner and Board Chair John Karnopp with the
objective of electing officials who will truly represent their and the
town’s best interests.
In the late fall and early winter Pattison Sand began excavating with
some limited extraction at the Bridgeport mine. This cold winter held
off operations but as the ground begins to thaw, we are wary of new
activity. Pattison Sand’s Prairie du Chien rail loading site continues
to load sand in an area zoned as “floodplain” and “open spaces riverfront” right next to a residential area. Operations are currently running 24/7—with only occasional days off. Nearby residents continue
to suffer many health and quality of life impacts from this operation.

WE CONTINUE TO BE IN NEED OF LEGAL FUNDS. If you would like to make a tax deductible donation please
make checks payable to: Crawford Stewardship Project • PO Box 284 • Gays Mills, WI 54631
In the check memo line, include “legal fund” or use PayPal on our website: crawfordstewardshipproject.org
Crawford Stewardship Project is a 501c3 non-proﬁt organization registered in the state of Wisconsin.
All contributions are tax deductible to the full extent allowed by law.
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Community rights comes
to the Driftless

By Forest Jahnke
The list of effects that frac sand
mining has had in the just past
few years on Wisconsin communities could go on for pages. The
industry has swiftly and effectively expanded from only five
mines in 2010, to well over 105
operating mines and 65 processing plants with more permitted
and on the way. The regulations
on the industry are outdated
and equate a full-scale 1000 acre
industrial silica sand mine running 24/7 to provide “proppants”
for fracking with small local use
sand and gravel quarries. Some
in the state legislature even seem
to be in the pockets of the new
sand barons. A 2100% increase
in political donations from sand
mines in the last five years seemingly bought at least two attempts by the state to eliminate
local control and the minimal
protections for health and welfare that local governments have
been able to implement.
While this has been going
on, a serious resistance movement has built itself up from
the grassroots. Working within
the regulatory system seemed to
be providing at least some relief
from the worst effects of the industry and, thanks to serious efforts to beat back SB 349 and SB
632, it appears that those local
ordinances passed will remain
intact... at least until the next
legislative session.
As more information surfaces
about the serious health effects
of even low levels of fugitive silica sand dust in our air and pollution in our watersheds, some are
looking for stronger measures.
Then there is the problem with
decreased property values and
the inability of some folks to sell
their houses and move. Already,
a lovely home in Bridgeport
township cannot be sold because
no lending institution will offer a
loan because of the proximity to
Pattison Sand’s mine. In the epicenter of frac sand land, roads
near mines are rapidly deterio-

rating under the wear and tear of
hundreds of 40-ton trucks every
day. Some people have decided
that, as their economies and
enjoyment are based on agriculture and recreation, sand mines
(which would negatively impact
both of these) simply are not appropriate in the first place.
But how can a community keep
an industry they don’t want out?
The current legal framework
most of us have been forced to
operate under up to this point
tells us that, “you can’t.”

This is groundbreaking work. that has submitted the correct
“Paradigm shifting work”, as paperwork in the correct mancommunity rights organizer, ner has the right to extract the
Paul Cienfuegos puts it. “People’s community’s resources.
minds have been colonized by
Perhaps that is why, time and
dis-empowering messages from again, while so called “overly-recorporate media,” he explains, strictive” regulatory ordinances
“but We the People of these that are viewed by some as preUnited States will figure out how venting a business interest from
to bring authentic participatory operating profitably enough are
democracy to this country. I to- shot down in the courts as “distally believe that we could create criminatory” to “corporate cona society where local communi- stitutional rights”, these commuties have the right to define what nity rights ordinances are rarely
they want to look like in the challenged. If, when challenged,
future, have the right to they will hold up in a court of
themselves. If cit- law is only now beginning to be
Rights-based ordinances govern
ies and towns had these seen.
themselves constitute a sort of rights, they could pass Since rights-based ordinances
that would protect cannot coexist with a regulamunicipal civil disobedience. laws
their communities in a tory ordinance, if they do get
While legitimizing themselves whole variety of ways.”
overturned in court it may leave
If
this
seems
out
of
the
communities without legal prothrough the founding principles
box or radical, that is tections. It would then be up
and values of this country, because in many ways, it to the community to rise up in
is. These ordinances do collective civil disobedience to
they discount and ignore
not recognize corpora- enforce an otherwise unenforcelaws and even constitutional tions as “people”, but call able ordinance, or scramble to
interpretations of the Supreme them – accurately – le- put strong regulatory ordinancgal fictions that can have es in place.
Court that the community rights no constitutional rights, It will take a huge amount of
movement views as unjust, only privileges. Rights education to bring everyone up
reserved for living to speed on how these ordinancundemocratic, and immoral. are
beings like humans and es work and to agree that they
ecosystems. These ordi- are a legitimate way to protect
Right now some Winneshiek nances do not recognize Dil- our communities while most
County, Iowa citizens are lead- lon’s rule which places the state government institutions on a
ing the Midwest in the explora- above local government as par- state and federal level (not to
tion of innovative rights-based ents are above children, effec- mention the international trade
ordinances which have been tively negating local control if organizations) disagree. It takes
passed with the help of Com- the state disagrees. Community a great deal of courage for local
munity Environmental Legal rights ordinances fall outside officials to get behind such an
Defense Fund in 160 communi- the framework of “permits” and ordinance.
ties across the nation banning “regulation” and arguing how
Of course there is also the simindustries such as fracking, con- many parts-per million are to ple fact that all this energy can
centrated animal feeding opera- be allowed in the river and enter take away from pushes to regutions, and tire burning facilities. into the realm of taking on real late the industry. Winneshiek
In February, they proposed their local control and responsibility. County is experiencing difficulordinance to the Winneshiek These ordinances deal with the ties in deciding what route to
County Board of Supervisors. defining law of who has power take, as no less than three difThis ordinance would ban frac and who has rights and, if chal- ferent proposals have been subsand mining outright due to the lenged, force corporate lawyers mitted as ways to deal with frac
threat the industry poses to their to argue in court that, in fact, sand mining. Only one can be
rights to clean air, clean water, the citizens of the township have adopted in the end.
and the rights of nature to exist no right to clean water, clean air,
Rights-based ordinances themand be valued as more than a functioning healthy natural sys- selves constitute a sort of mucommodity to be extracted for tems, self-determination, and so nicipal civil disobedience. While
profit.
on, but rather, the corporation legitimizing themselves through
Community empowerment on page 5
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Community empowerment from page 4
the founding principles and
values of this country, they discount and ignore laws and even
constitutional interpretations
of the Supreme Court that the
community rights movement
views as unjust, undemocratic,
and immoral.
Then again, this is how women
won the vote. This is how the civil rights movement advanced the
cause of minorities. This is what
happens when the institutions of
government that are supposed
to protect the health, well-being,
and rights of the people have
been so co-opted at the higher
levels that they instead protect
the financial bottom line of multinational corporations.
The people of Winneshiek
County, or at least a vocal group
who cares very deeply about
their county, have decided the
time is now to assert their community’s sovereignty. And in doing so, the Community Rights
Alliance of Winneshiek County
has begun to inspire others in
the area, finding especially fertile ground for this message of
community self-determination
here in Wisconsin.
“I’m not really a political person,” says Laila Johnson of Vernon County, minutes before
we go down to meet up with
the other key organizers of that
night’s open meeting about

forming a community rights
group, “I don’t see it as effective.”
On pressing for clarification, she
explains a deep dissatisfaction
with how the politics of our time
has become so polarized and divisive that it becomes, “two sides
yelling at each other, one about
jobs and the other about the
environment, and neither side
willing to listen.” After attending a weekend workshop with
Paul Cienfuegos in Decorah and
hearing about the work being
done there and across the country, she saw community rights
ordinances as a way to overcome
that divide. “I see this as more of
a populist movement which asks
us to look beyond political divisions and identify the real source
of our frustration: corporate
rule. It is about personal rights
as well as community rights. I
don’t really identify with either
conservative or liberal politics,
but I would think the community rights movement would be
more appealing to a more conservative base -- you can see that
borne out in the communities
that have already passed community rights ordinances. It’s
not a “liberal thing,” as I see it.
In fact, I perceive liberal activists
responding to this movement
with the greatest amount of
skepticism. I hope we’ll be able
to move beyond these identifica-

tions and work together with all
our fellow citizens to affect real
change in our structures of governance and power.”
Most of Crawford County has
already protected itself from
some of the impacts of industrial
sand mining through regulatory
ordinances, but after repeated
attempts at the state level to undermine or even nullify these
ordinances completely, perhaps
it is time we begin to consider
some other options. Rightsbased ordinances are a new and
potentially powerful tool to use
to deal with challenges as they
come our way. The key, as we see
it, is to have the open conversations necessary to get the people
involved and invested in whatever mechanism it is we choose
to protect our communities. Any
ordinance passed has the chance
of being legally challenged and
shot down or preempted at a
state, federal, or international
level by those entities that wish
to operate without inhibitions
or restrictions and that have
much more money (and therefor clout) than small rural municipalities. When push comes
to shove, it will come down to
the strength and cohesion of the
community and its level of active
engagement.
Regardless of the manner in
which we choose to deal with

these challenges, Crawford
Stewardship Project is excited
to see more groups directing
added interest and energy into
the great questions we wrestle
with every day. How do we reach
sustainability and what is in our
way? How can we promote justice for our communities and
the ecosystems we all rely upon?
What does local control really
mean and what does it require
from us? We contemplate our
nation’s Declaration of Independence, itself a community
rights based document and act
of civil disobedience, which
states that “we hold these truths
to be self-evident, that all men
are created equal, that they are
endowed by their Creator with
certain unalienable Rights, that
among these are Life, Liberty and
the pursuit of Happiness. That to
secure these rights, Governments
are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the
consent of the governed. That
whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these
ends, it is the Right of the People
to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying
its foundation on such principles
and organizing its powers in such
form, as to them shall seem most
likely to effect their Safety and
Happiness.”

CSP's 2nd annual Love the Land
Dance and silent auction

A toast to the Ocooch Mountains! Andreas Transø lifts a
glass of Solar Town Stout to this land and its people.

By Forest Jahnke
The snow on Saturday, Feb. 8,
2014, didn't seem to hurt the
turnout for Crawford Stewardship Project's Second Annual
Love the Land music and dance
benefit, as throngs of upward of
200 joyous Driftless folk filled
and overflowed the community
room of the Community Commerce Center of Gays Mills.
While the people milled
around tables stacked with donated art, goodies, and services,
snacking on baked goods and
chocolates, drinking Tea for the
People, Kickapoo Coffee, and

Driftless Brewer's beer, the tall
tales and Irish-influenced yet
deeply locally rooted tunes of
Anreas Transø carried old wisdom and humor to all in attendance. Soon after came Bathtub
Spring with some more local
folksy acoustic music for a few
more songs until, before everyone's eyes, they morphed into
the Freaks of Nature who kept
the dance-floor hoppin' with
their jams until well after 11:30
p.m.! Our heartfelt thanks to
all who donated and/or volunteered to make this fundraiser
such a huge success!
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LOCAL

KARST

Get Involved!
We would like to thank our fantastic volunteers for all
their help with our events and in the ongoing work of
Crawford Stewardship Project. Feel free to contact us if
you want to get more involved in the fun!
If you are not yet signed up for our mailing list,
please check out our lovely volunteer-run website
(crawfordstewardshipproject.org) and sign up for our
Weekly News and Actions which will provide you with
updates on our projects, a community calendar of events
we and our regional allies put on, many articles on the
pressing issues of our times, and many ways you can get
engaged in the struggle!

GEOLOGY
FIELD
TRIP
with
Dr. Kelvin
Rodolfo
Saturday, June 21

9 a.m. - 12 p.m
in the Gays Mills Community
Commerce Center Board Room,
continuing from there on a field
trip to explore unique Karst
features in the area.
Join Crawford Stewardship Project as we learn about
and see examples of the Karst geological features
that make our land the fractured gem of the Driftless
landscape! Light refreshments will be provided for this
free educational event.

